Motivation: Gap filling for the reconstruction of metabolic networks is to restore the connectivity of metabolites via finding high-confidence reactions that could be missed in target organism. Current methods for gap filling either fall into the network topology or have limited capability in finding missing reactions that are indirectly related to dead-end metabolites but of biological importance to the target model. Results: We present an automated dead-end filling (DEF) approach, which is derived from the wisdom of endosymbiosis theory, to fill gaps by finding the most efficient dead-end utilization paths in a constructed quasi-endosymbiosis model. The recalls of reactions and dead ends of DEF reach around 73% and 86%, respectively. This method is capable of finding indirectly dead-end-related reactions with biological importance for the target organism and is applicable to any given metabolic model. In the E. coli iJR904 model, for instance, about 42% of the dead-end metabolites were fixed by our proposed method.
Introduction
Metabolic networks have been utilized broadly to aid us in understanding the knowledge of organisms comprehensively and structurally (Orth and Palsson, 2010) . With the advancement of sequencing techniques, more and more genomes have been sequenced and annotated, making the reconstruction of metabolic networks for target organisms possible. However, gaps are inherent for all metabolic models due to our incomplete knowledge on the organisms in question. Gaps are defined as missing reactions that consume or produce certain metabolites (Orth and Palsson, 2010) . The metabolites that cannot carry any flux through them under steady state are termed as dead ends. Dead-end metabolites are fatal for metabolic models, which lead to erroneous simulations under targeted conditions (Vlassis et al., 2014) . Metabolites that cannot be produced/consumed by any of the reactions or imported/exported through any of the available uptake/secretion pathways in a model are regarded as root dead ends, leading to the creation of root gaps (Satish Kumar et al., 2007) . Root dead ends can be classified into two categories, i.e. production-only dead ends and consumption-only dead ends.
Much effort has been devoted to identifying and/or bridging gaps automatically. So far, a lot of approaches have been proposed and are publicly available, such as BINCE (Hatzimanikatis et al., 2005) , SMILEY (Reed et al., 2006) , GrowMatch (Kumar and Maranas, 2009) , OMNI (Herrgard et al., 2006) , GapFill (Satish Kumar et al., 2007) , MIRAGE (Vitkin and Shlomi, 2012) , FASTGAPFILL (Thiele et al., 2014) and likelihood-based method (Benedict et al., 2014) . The parsimony-based approaches try to restore the connectivity of dead-end metabolites with the shortest paths. By using the same mixed-integer linear programming formulation as parsimony-based methods, the likelihood-based method re-weights the objective coefficients using reaction likelihoods to provide more genomically consistent solutions in filling gaps.
V C The Author 2016. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com Despite these important advancement, significant barriers still exist in high-quality automated gap filling. For example, the parsimonybased method would fail when shorter pathways were picked to fill certain gaps while longer pathways are correct choices (Benedict et al., 2014; Shih and Parthasarathy, 2012) . Mathematically, the existing algorithms can only provide one solution to fill a certain gap, thus they are inefficient to find the missing but biologically relevant reactions that are indirectly dead-end-related.
The ultimate goal of gap filling is to rebuild the connectivity of metabolites in the target organism through finding the missing reactions. This process is analogous to the co-evolution process between eukaryotes and mitochondria i.e. the eukaryotes engulfed mitochondria to build connectivity of the toxic metabolite, oxygen (Orth and Palsson) . It is recognized widely that mitochondria, as the ancestral form of prokaryotes that was capable of aerobic respiration, were engulfed by primitive eukaryotes, which were only able to respire anaerobically (Gray et al., 1999) . Before the engulfment took place, oxygen was accumulated and toxic to eukaryotes. Since oxygen could not be consumed by primitive eukaryotes, it became a non-consumable deadend metabolite. During co-evolution, mitochondria lost most of its functional genes and merely reserved those that were involved in the efficient uptake of oxygen, pyruvate and energy generation, alongside a few other functions. After annexing mitochondria, eukaryotes became capable of making use of dead-end metabolite oxygen, respiring aerobically and generating energy efficiently.
This co-evolution process of mitochondria and eukaryotes, known as endosymbiosis theory, enlightened us that pathways, which can efficiently produce or consume of a certain metabolite, are most likely to exist in organisms. Herein, we proposed a novel endosymbiosis theory-based approach to fill gaps by finding the most efficient dead-end utilization paths, e.g. exporting productiononly dead-end metabolites (as toxic metabolites) to external reaction pool (as compartment of mitochondria) or uptake consumptiononly dead-end metabolites from external reaction pool.
Methods

Endosymbiosis simulation
The quandary of how to fill dead-end metabolites in a constructed model is similar to the challenge that primitive eukaryotes faced. By engulfing mitochondria, eukaryotes can make use of originally toxic metabolites (dead-ends such as oxygen). During co-evolution, eukaryotes evolved towards more efficient utilization of dead-end metabolite (oxygen) and mitochondria expedited their loss of functional genes, which were not concerned with efficient oxygen consumption and energy generation. Reactions that can maximize the efficiency of oxygen utilization were reserved in this process. Similarly, we assumed that when the dead-end metabolites appeared, reactions that assure the maximum usage of such metabolites were likely to be employed by the organism.
Based on the above assumption, we proposed a model aiming to find the most efficient pathways, which consume or produce deadend metabolites. Two compartments were defined as follows: the draft model compartment (denoted as [c]) functions as a primitive eukaryote, and a compartment containing the external reactions (denoted as [e]) functions as a mitochondrion (Fig. 1) . All metabolites were classified into three categories: non-dead-end, productiononly, or consumption-only. Non-dead-end metabolites were considered to be mutually exchangeable between [c] and [e] . Production-only metabolites could only be imported from [c] 
Optimization of quasi-endosymbiosis modeling
In a given metabolic network model, let's denote the set of n reactions as R m ¼ fr m1 ; r m2 ; . . . ; r mn g, the set of k metabolites as C m ¼ fc m1 ; c m2 ; . . . ; c mk g, and the dead-end metabolite in question as c Ã , for all c Ã 2 C m . In order to fill the gaps, we also need a set of Furthermore, external reactions, which are identical to the reactions in original model, were deactivated by setting v rei ¼ 0, where v rei is the flux for reaction r ei , r ei 2 R m \ R e . So they would not be considered twice in different compartments, excluding the creation of some futile loops.
In summary, the quasi-endosymbiosis model constructed to solve the dead-end metabolite c Ã is proposed as the following linear programming question: Objective function:
LB t v tc i UB t ; 8t ci 2 T; c i 2 C m \ C e ; if c i is not a dead end 0 v tc i UB t ; 8t ci 2 T; c i 2 C m \ C e ; if c i is a consumptionÀ only dead end LB t v tc i 0; 8t ci 2 T; c i 2 C m \ C e ; if c i is a productionÀ only dead end
The objective function ensures the maximum uptake/export of the dead-end metabolites in original model by maximizing the influx/efflux of corresponding transporter reactions. Constraint (1) ensures no new dead-end metabolites are generated under steady state. Constraint (2) deactivates reactions in external reaction pool, which are identical to reactions in the original model avoiding futile loops, and defines the lower and upper bounds for the rest of external reactions. Constraint (3) 
Assessment procedure
E. coli iJR904 (Reed et al., 2003) is one of the most well-established metabolic network models. It contains 1075 reactions involving 905 metabolites. A random permutation was performed to remove 25 reactions (but not transporter reactions) from the original model to generate dead-end metabolites. Subsequently, the proposed method was used to find candidate solutions. The reactions in original model, all the microorganism reactions from BiGG database (Schellenberger et al., 2010) and all the reactions from KEGG database (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) were regarded as external reaction pool successively. Performance of our method including recall of reactions (Recall_Reaction) and recall of dead ends (Recall_DeadEnd), which were defined as follows, was evaluated.
where Recall_Reaction indicates the number of 'found' reactions (N f ) divided by the number of 'removed' reactions (N r ); Recall_DeadEnd is the number of 'solved' dead ends (N s ) divided by the number of 'generated' dead ends (N g ).
To explore the influence of the number of missing reactions on our method performance, we further generated dead-end metabolites by randomly removing 10, 25 and 50 reactions from the original model, respectively. Then our method was employed to fill these gaps regarding all of the reactions in KEGG database as external reaction pool.
Gap filling for E. coli iJR904
The original dead-end metabolites in E. coli iJR904 were detected using the DeadEnds module in CobraToolbox (Schellenberger et al., 2011) . Our method is aimed to find candidate reactions to restore connectivity of these dead-end metabolites basing on KEGG database (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) . The proposed algorithm started by searching the pathways in KEGG database that the dead-end metabolites participate in. Taking these KEGG pathways as external reaction set in compartment [e], dead-end metabolites were analyzed with our method to gain more insight on the E. coli iJR904 model.
Results
Performance evaluation
Notably when reactions are randomly deleted from the model, not all removed reactions can generate dead-end metabolites since metabolites as nodes in metabolic network usually have more than two reactions, as edges, connected to them. Mathematically, it is more difficult to find and fill those biologically relevant, instead of deadend-generating, reactions. Since our algorithm takes the maximum flux of dead-end production/consumption into consideration, it is possible to find some of the removed reactions, which are indirectly related to dead-end metabolites but of biological importance to the organism. Hence the removed reactions were classified as directly and indirectly related to dead-end generations. The indirectly deadend-related reactions for a certain dead end in our study were those that could not result in producing that dead end. Notably, the deadend metabolite might be a reactant (production) of an indirectly dead-end-related reaction, if it was a consumption-only (production-only) dead end. Directly dead-end-related reactions restored the connectivity of dead-end metabolites, while indirectly dead-endrelated reactions supported maximum flux.
Validity assessment using the reactions in model
We generated dead-end metabolites by removing 25 reactions (but not transporter reactions) from E. coli iJR904 using random permutation. Subsequently, our method was applied to fill these in silico gaps using the original model without modification as the external reaction pool. The permutation was performed five times. As aforementioned, the removed reactions were classified into groups that were directly and indirectly related to dead-end generation.
(a) Reactions directly related to dead end generation To test the recall of our method, we first picked out all the directly dead-end-related reactions, namely, reactions that can result in dead end generation. As an example in result interpretation, one of the permutation results is shown in Table 1 .
As displayed, 23 of the 25 removed reactions that were directly dead-end-related were found by regarding the original E. coli iJR904 model as external reaction pool. The rest two unfound reactions fell into two types of reactions that could not be identified by our method. One was termed as alternative reaction that generated dead ends along with other reaction(s). For example, both reactions R a and R b produce metabolite C s , where R a has a larger flux than R b. When R a and R b were removed together randomly, only R a would be chosen to restore the connectivity of C s . R b would be overlooked. Since our method only identifies reactions that carry maximum flux, alternative reactions, such as alternative carbon pathways and nucleotide salvage pathways, may be missed out. The other was the downstream gap as defined by GapFind (Schellenberger et al., 2011) . The solutions of downstream gaps are largely determined by the solution of root gaps. Because we used the original E. coli iJR904 model where root gaps were not filled as external reaction pool, downstream gaps could not be filled using the model itself. Statistics of assessment for the five permutations are shown in Supplementary Table S1 . Note that the number of dead ends generated by removed reactions varied from permutation to permutation and the number of the two types of undetectable dead ends also varied. The average Recall_Reaction of the five permutations, regarded as overall accuracy, was up to 92%.
(b) Reactions indirectly related to dead end generation Next, the reactions found by our algorithm that were indirectly dead-end-related were picked out. Altogether, five reactions were found in the following five permutations, which were indirectly dead-end related but of biological importance for the target organism (Table 2) .
Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase reaction (ADHEr) is related to dead-end metabolites D-ALtronate (altrn), Lactate (lac) and DTagaturonate (tagur). Biomass reaction (BiomassEcoli), nitrate reductase reaction (NO3R2) and thiamine kinase reaction (TMKr) were found when seeking for solutions of Cardiolipin (clpn). 2-Octaprenyl-6-methoxyphenol hydroxylase reaction (OMPHHX) is related to 2-Octaprenyl-6-hydroxyphenol (2ohph). In detail, ADHEr reversibly converts acetyl-CoA to ethanol and CoA, being a key step in providing energy through NAD/NADH. Although indirectly dead-end-related, ADHEr is of biological importance and increases the fluxes though the dead-end metabolites D-Altronate, Lactate and D-Tagaturonate. Cardiolipin is a component of E. coli cell membrane and has a special regulatory role in the E. coli cell cycle (Hiraoka et al., 1993; Hirschberg and Kennedy, 1972; Sekimizu and Kornberg, 1988) . To maximize the production of cardiolipin, lots of reactions are involved. The biomass reaction that was randomly deleted in the third permutation, including cardiolipin as one of the reactants, increases cardiolipin flux. Given it is indirectly related to the dead end, cardiolipin, biomass reaction is biologically important to E. coli. Similarly NO3R2 and TMKr reactions can also increase the flux though cardiolipin. The reaction OMPHHX is a key step in the conversion from 2-Octaprenyl-6-hydroxyphenol to ubiquinone (Meganathan, 2001) , which is also indirectly dead-end-related but of biological importance.
Performance analysis using all microorganism reactions
Then the same procedure as mentioned previously was performed except for enlarging external reaction pool to all microorganism reactions listed in BiGG database. Since there were reactions from other organisms, the randomly removed reactions might be substituted by equivalent or alternative candidate reactions that were specific to species other than E. coli. The overall recall of reactions reduced to 73% while the recall of dead ends remained around 86% (Table 3) .
In the three independent replications, these unfound reactions were classified into three categories: a) the reaction was alternative to another reaction in solving certain dead end, as defined previously in 3.1.1; b) the reaction to be filled was downstream of some root dead-end metabolites; c) the dead-end metabolite was in a reversible reaction and the approach took a different direction against the original model. These three types of gaps should be paid special attention when using our method in gap filling.
3.1.3 Effect of the size of external reaction pool on algorithm performance To explore how the size of external reaction pool affects the recall of our method, we enlarged external reaction pool to all reactions involving about 4000 species in KEGG database. Consequently, our method was used to fill these in silico gaps with 25-reactionremoved from the E coli iJR904 model. The permutation was performed five times.
The recall of reactions and dead ends based on original model is significantly higher than those based on BiGG and KEGG databases (Fig. 2) . One possibility for such difference is that the original model includes all correct solutions for filling the generated gaps, while BiGG and KEGG databases may not. Another is that the removed reactions may be substituted by alternative reactions in BiGG or KEGG database that are specific to certain species other than E. coli. There is no significant difference in Recall_Reaction and Recall_DeadEnd between BiGG and KEGG databases, which indicates that the size of external reaction pool has no significant influence on the algorithm performance. 
Effect of the number of removed reactions on algorithm performance
Furthermore, the influence of the number of missing reactions on the performance of our algorithm was explored by randomly removing 10, 25 and 50 reactions from the original model successively to generate dead ends (Table 4 ). The total removed and found reactions as well as the total generated and solved reactions of five permutations were shown in Table 4 . The results indicated that the number of removed reactions did not influence our algorithm performance including Recall_Reaction and Recall_DeadEnd. Considering all three models together, the overall Recall_Reaction and Recall_DeadEnd are around 76% and 80%, respectively.
Gap filling for E. coli iJR904 based on KEGG database
A total of 63 metabolites were found to be root dead-end metabolites by detectDeadEnds module in the CobraToolbox. Then KEGG pathway(s) for each dead-end metabolite was assigned according to the KEGG database. A total of 45 out of 63 compounds had corresponding pathway assignment records in the KEGG database (Supplementary Table S2 ). Ultimately 26 of 45 ($58%) dead-end metabolites were fixed using KEGG pathways. To fix the 26 deadend metabolites, 142 reactions were added (Supplementary Table  S3 ), which were classified into two groups depending on whether or not the reaction was annotated to E. coli K-12 MG1655 in KEGG.
Candidate reactions with KEGG annotation in E. coli
Among the 142 reactions, 34 could be regarded as candidate reactions with high confidence since they had corresponding potential enzymes in E. coli K-12 MG1655 based on KEGG gene annotations. Of these 34, 11 reactions have been added in an extended model of E. coli iJR904, which was termed as E. coli iAF1260 (Feist et al., 2007) . On the contrary, the rest 23 reactions, absent in E. coli iAF1260 model, were likely to be new to that model (Table 5) . Among the 23 candidate reactions, 16 reactions should be added to the E. coli metabolic model (4 of them were indirectly dead-endrelated reactions and 12 of them were directly related). The remaining seven reactions consisted of one reaction identical to that of the iJR904 model but with H 2 O added and altered direction, five generic reactions related to RNA biosynthesis/degradation and one reaction is identical to that of iJR904 model but with reversed direction (the original reaction in the model was considered irreversible). These results indicated that three types of candidate reactions should be carefully handled, i.e. directional alteration reactions (that the reversibility of reactions in model should be carefully checked), generic reactions (that should not be added into the metabolic network reconstruction model), and reactions with the addition of proton, electron or water (that made reaction comparison between draft and external reactions fallible).
Candidate reactions without KEGG annotation in E. coli
Homologous enzymes with high confidence in curated models of related species are often used to restore connectivity (Tatusov et al., 1996) . This is a widely used technique for gap filling but requires increasingly accurate genome annotation. Validation for 108 reactions without KEGG gene annotations in E. coli was achieved by searching the homologous enzymes in E. coli. The BLASTP module in NCBI blastþ (Camacho et al., 2009 ) was employed to seek for homologous proteins in the E. coli proteome against enzymes catalyzing candidate reactions in other organisms. The e-value was set to 1e-5 and other parameters as default. The output results were further filtered by an identity of >30% and coverage of >90%. Altogether, 56 (51.85%) candidate reactions had corresponding proteins that passed the quality filter and were thus considered to be homologous enzymes in E. coli K-12 MG1655 for catalyzing these reactions (Supplementary Table S4 ). Next, target enzymes and their corresponding hits in E. coli K-12 MG1655 were searched for domain analysis in the Pfam database (Punta et al., 2012) . Among the 56 hits, 19 of them had the same domain(s) as the target proteins; two proteins' domain information was not available, other proteins shared some common domains but had differences with target proteins.
Interestingly two added reactions by our approach (R00191: PDE1, R09520: FLVR), unassigned in E. coli based on KEGG annotation, were found that was added to iAF1260 model. The result revealed that these reactions existed in E. coli K-12 MG1655 with a relatively high confidence casting new insight on the annotation of protein function in E. coli. DeadEnds are excluded from originally dead-ends. DeadEnds are excluded from originally dead-ends. Table 5 . High-confidence candidate reactions for E. coli iAF1260 model 
Comparison of DEF with other methods
First, a scenario of comparisons between DEF and other proposed methods were expounded including the optimization approach employed, mechanisms for filling gaps, time-consuming, resource requirement, and software that was available for the method and biological rationale behind the algorithms (Supplementary Table  S5 ). Further, a head-to-head comparison between DEF and parsimony-based method was performed. DEF and parsimonybased method were respectively used to fill the gaps generated via randomly removing 25 reactions from the E. coli iJR904 model. The permutations were performed five times (Table 6 ). For example, in the first permutation, parsimony-based method found four of the 14 removed reactions, which were directly deadend-related, and fixed 11 of the 20 in silico dead ends. In comparison, 11 of the 14 removed reactions that were directly dead-endrelated were found and 16 of the 20 in silico dead ends were fixed by DEF. As a result, the overall Recall_Reaction of the parsimonybased method was around 32% and the Recall_DeadEnd was around 69%. For DEF, the overall Recall_Reaction and Recall_DeadEnd could reach to 77% and 81%, respectively.
Webserver implementation
To make the algorithm accessible in a convenient way, a webserver named DEF (Dead-End Filler) was developed and made accessible freely at http://bis.zju.edu.cn/DEF/. To employ the webserver, three files, i.e. draft model file (.xml), metabolites dictionary in plain text (.txt) and reaction mapping between draft and external database (.txt) are required. A file containing specified external reactions in xml format is optional. If external reactions are not specified, the KEGG database will be used as default and the metabolites dictionary and reaction mapping files should be provided accordingly.
Every request, when submitted, will be assigned a unique job identifier, which is used to retrieve results within 30 days after submission. The time for dead end filling depends on the size of model and total number of dead-end metabolites detected. Empirically, the computation time for a model with 1075 reactions involving 905 metabolites and 63 dead ends is about ten hours. A tutorial is provided as guidance for the file format and webserver usage. Three required files for E. coli K-12 MG1655, as described in the article, are downloadable as examples.
The webserver also utilizes the Cytoscape Web (Lopes et al., 2010) plugin for result visualization, which provides a rather clear illustration for result interpretation. Metabolites are shaped circles with dead ends colored red and non-dead ends colored blue. Reactions are shaped diamond with added reactions colored green and those in the original model colored grey. Reactants, product fluxes and reaction identifiers are also provided in below table making results easier for manually checking.
When the organism proteome sequences are provided, the validation procedure will start. The candidate enzymes will first be blasted against the organism proteome sequences. Hits threshold is set to E-value <1e-5, identity >30% and coverage >90%. The best hit with minimum E-value and maximum identity, together with the subject sequence in organism proteome, will then go to Pfam database (Punta et al., 2012) for domain analysis. The webserver will display the information for both sequences. The results would be further confirmed if BLAST returned solid results and the sequences shared the same domain(s) according to Pfam database (Punta et al., 2012) .
Discussions
The applicability of DEF
The endosymbiosis-based gap filling approach termed as DEF has been corroborated and shown to be efficient in finding candidate reactions to restore metabolite connectivity. The method can either find the directly dead-end-related reactions or some missing reactions that are indirectly related to dead-end metabolites but of biological importance to the target model. Being stemmed from the biological evolution theory and filling gaps via quasiendosymbiosis model, DEF can largely ensure the recall in finding candidate paths.
DEF is demonstrated to perform robustly regardless the size of external reaction pool and the number of existing dead ends in the reconstructed model. It can find the most potential path(s) provided in the external reaction pool. Moreover, candidate reactions found by DEF may lack corresponding enzyme annotations in the target organisms. The process for identifying homologues of the Table S4 ). Enzymes that had corresponding homologs in E. coli K-12 MG1655 were involved in 48 organisms and most of them were not enterobacteriaceae even including some that belong to eukaryotes. All together, these results indicated that our method had the robustness in finding candidate reactions from large taxonomic groups.
The endosymbiosis-based method is unaware of reversing directionality of reactions when restoring the connectivity of dead-end metabolites. Because it is still a great challenge to accurately predict the Gibbs energy DG of reactions. Logically, our method will fail to fix those dead-end metabolites in draft model that are also regarded as the same type of dead-end metabolites in external reaction pool. It is important to keep in mind that our algorithm only provides candidate reactions, which still need to be validated manually. Again, three types of candidate reactions should be carefully handled, i.e. directional alteration reactions, generic reactions, and reactions with the addition of proton, electron or water.
Comparison of DEF with others
Inspired by the wisdom of endosymbiosis theory, DEF fills gaps by finding the most efficient dead-end utilization paths. The Recall_Reaction and Recall_DeadEnd of DEF are higher than parsimony-based methods. The parsimony-based methods (such as GapFill and FastGapfill) try to fill gaps by adding a minimal reaction set, which would fail when longer pathways were the correct choice. After a head-to-head comparison between DEF and parsimony-based methods, our results indicated that the most efficient paths sometimes are the shortest ones. In that case, DEF will find the same reactions as parsimony-based methods do.
The likelihood-based method fills gaps using the same mixedinteger linear programming formulation as parsimony-based methods do, but re-weights the objective coefficients using reaction likelihoods. Since the likelihood-based method and the parsimonybased methods only give one solution to fill a certain gap, they might lack efficiency to find biologically relevant reactions that are indirectly dead-end-related but of biological importance to the target model. For instance, 23 reactions, found by DEF during the gap filling for E. coli iJR904, were annotated in E. coli K-12 MG1655 in KEGG but were absent in the extended model of E. coli iJR904 (E. coli iAF126 model). However, almost half of them were indirectly dead-end related. This reminds us it is still insufficient for a model to be good enough if its in silico simulation corresponds to some real conditions. Other reactions should be included in the model to maintain the model's efficiency and integrity.
Conclusions
DEF, an automated gap filling approach based on endosymbiosis theory, was proposed. It has been shown DEF was capable of finding candidate reactions accurately and efficiently when proper external reactions were provided. The biologically relevant reactions that are indirectly related to dead-end metabolites but of biological importance to the target model can also be found by this method. Gaps in the E. coli iJR904 model, for example, were filled using the KEGG database and more insights have been gained for the E. coli metabolic model and genome annotation.
